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With what we are dealing with today, everyone needs their very own personal GPS for business and GPS 
for life.  Wouldn’t it be marvelous to know what you might be encountering on this marvelous adventure 
we call life?  Imagine, as a business owner, having the ability to navigate your business through troubled 
times, to know there were alternate routes you could take that may circumvent major problems?  How 
cool would that be?  Pretty darn cool! 
 
Let’s start with some background – the first GPS (Global Positioning System) satellite was launched in 
1978. A full constellation of 24 satellites was achieved in 1994 and each satellite is built to last about 10 
years.  Replacements are constantly being built and launched into orbit.  A GPS satellite weighs 
approximately 2,000 pounds and is about 17 feet across with the solar panels extended. 
  
GPS works in any weather condition, anywhere in the world, 24/7.  Initially designed for military use,  
GPS today supports our lives through: 
 
Automotive products  Aviation technology  Marine units 
Fitness     Outdoor recreation 
  
Now, back to opening paragraph- having your own business or life GPS.  That’s where I was in 2008 when 
the idea occurred to me that everyone needed their very own personalized GPS that could take them 
from where they are to where they want to go.  It was such a great idea, I trademarked it!  How could 
that be when GPS was in the public domain?  Because, for my use, the letters GPS represent Goals, 
Perspective and Success. 
 
How strong is your GPS – Goals Perspective Success?  Is it working 24/7 for you in all conditions? Is your 
GPS constantly being upgraded, updated and repositioned for better coverage?  Are you receiving 
valuable and useful information from your GPS? 
 
If your answer to these questions is no, please keep reading.  This topic resulted in my creating a two 
programs – one for business and one for life – that takes you through an intensive 12-week work-out that 
results in you having your own personal GPS for Life or GPS for Business.  The printed workbook is four 3-
ring binders.  Yes, that’s about the number of volumes required to build a GPS satellite!  For now, let’s 
start with three questions: 
 

1. Where are you right now? (in your life or in your business, or thinking of starting a business) 
2. Where do you want to go?  (the destination is essential, and it can change later) 
3. What is your definition of success? 
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To quote Theodore Vale, “If you don’t know where you are going, any road will take you there.”  My 
appeal to you is to make your life, your business a meaningful specific rather than a wandering 
generality.  Be clear on your goals, maintain a healthy perspective and enjoy the adventure on your road 
to success. 
 
  
“People doubt their belief, and believe their doubts.  Believe in yourself and the work will believe in you!” 
Napolean Hill 
 

 
### 
 
If you would like additional information on this fascinating subject, please visit my website at 
www.SusanBock.com 
 
Or call me 
714-847-1566  
 
Or send me an email 
Susan@SusanBock.com 
 
A special thank you to my editor who consistently provides me with encouragement, inspiration, and 
opportunity to laugh at myself. 
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